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In parallel to advances in structural biology of SARS-CoV2, a major objective in 
computational studies has been to develop complete models of the virus needed for 
simulation studies of the virus penetration into the host cell, and to provide a structural 
framework for novel therapeutic strategies. Modeling such large molecular assemblies 
at sufficiently high detail and quality, however, poses major challenges. I will share a 
robust, automated protocol including advanced modeling tools combined with 
multi-scale MD simulations to construct optimally packed arrangements of (10,000s) 
lipids and (1,000s) proteins at any desired densities and in any desired shape, for 
example the entire SARS-CoV2 viral envelope or the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) 
membrane. Along with lessons learnt and solutions to challenges during the process, I 
will also discuss the results of the simulations performed on whole viral envelope 
structures.

Integrative Modelling Tools and Simulation 
Technologies for Cell-Scale Structural Biology
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